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verso a relational backend database machine sabre a relational database system for a

multimicroprocessor machine rdbm a dedicated multiprocessor system for database management the

architecture of a relational database computer known as dbmac an assessment of the query processing

capability of dbmac design considerations for an information query computer a data stream database

machine with large capacity design and analysis of join operations of data base machines the architecture

and operation of a large full text information retrieval system the implementation of a multibackend

database system mdbs part i an exercise in database software engineering the implementation of a multi

backend database system mdbs part ii the design of a prototype mdbs the second international

conference on hybrid learning was organized by the school of continuing and professional studies of the

chinese university of hong kong and university of macau in august 2009 ichl 2009 was an inventive

experience for the hong kong and macau tertiary higher education the conference aims to provide a good

platform for knowledge exchange on hybrid learning by focusing on student centered education the

technique is to supplement traditional classroom learning with elearning the slogan is education leads

elearning not vice versa the me odology is that at least 30 of learning activities are done by elearning the

outcome is for students to learn at any time at any place elearning can increase students lea ing

productivity and reduce teachers administration workload alike it is a new culture for students teachers

and school administrators to adopt in the twenty first century the conference obtained sponsorship from

pei hua education foundation limited city university of hong kong acm hong kong section and hong kong

computer society hybrid learning originated from north america in 2000 and is an ongoing trend it is not

merely a simple combination of direct teaching and elearning it encompasses different learning strategies

and important elements for teaching and learning it phasizes outcome based teaching and learning and

provides an environment for knowledge learning students are given more opportunities to be active

learners and practice practical skills such as communication collaboration critical thinking cr tivity self

management self study problem solving analysis and numeracy this project aims to produce a web based

system for staff and students staff are able to track their students attendance the system provides

attendance reports about a specific lecture or module if the staff is a mentor or a supervisor he can view

his students attendance reports students are able to view their attendance status the system provides

summarized or detailed reports about students attendance this book describes the requirements design

implementation and security of tracking students attendance system the system sends warning emails to

students who exceed a specific number of absences it system provides a web based interface for tracking

attendance of each students usernames and passwords are required to login the system the whole

system has been tested a significant proportion of the proposed requirements were met with a web

application based on php scripting language and mysql database it was concluded that the project as a

whole was a success this title has been endorsed by cambridge assessment international education
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deliver an exciting computing course for ages 11 14 building on students existing computing skills and

experience whilst demonstrating new concepts with practice opportunities to ensure progression recap and

activate students prior knowledge with do you remember panels and introduce more advanced skills with

challenge yourself tasks allow students to demonstrate their knowledge creatively with engaging end of

unit projects that apply skills and concepts in a range of different contexts develop computational thinking

with an emphasis on broadening understanding throughout the activities provide clear guidance on e

safety with a strong focus throughout contents introduction 1 teentech network structure and security 2 it s

all in the planning pseudocode and algorithms 3 let s talk technology what s going on inside 4 testing

conditions developing games 5 click and collect data collection and validation 6 iterating through a

solution software design and development glossary index the international conference on informatics and

management science ims 2012 will be held on november 16 19 2012 in chongqing china which is

organized by chongqing normal university chongqing university shanghai jiao tong university nanyang

technological university university of michigan chongqing university of arts and sciences and sponsored by

national natural science foundation of china nsfc the objective of ims 2012 is to facilitate an exchange of

information on best practices for the latest research advances in a range of areas informatics and

management science contains over 600 contributions to suggest and inspire solutions and methods

drawing from multiple disciplines including computer science communications and electrical engineering

management science service science business intelligence transformation of knowledge information and

data theory and applications considers transformations within the context of computing science and

information science as they are essential in changing organizations this book not only considers

transformations of structured models rather the transformation of instances i e the actual contents of those

structures is addressed as well this two volume set lncs 4277 4278 constitutes the refereed proceedings

of 14 international workshops held as part of otm 2006 in montpellier france in october november 2006

the 191 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 493

submissions to the workshops the first volume begins with 26 additional revised short or poster papers of

the otm 2006 main conferences this book focuses on a wide range of innovations related to cybersecurity

education which include curriculum development faculty and professional development laboratory

enhancements community outreach and student learning the book includes topics such as network

security biometric security data security operating systems security security countermeasures database

security cloud computing security industrial control and embedded systems security cryptography and

hardware and supply chain security the book introduces the concepts techniques methods approaches

and trends needed by cybersecurity specialists and educators for keeping current their security knowledge

further it provides a glimpse of future directions where cybersecurity techniques policies applications and

theories are headed the book is a rich collection of carefully selected and reviewed manuscripts written by

diverse cybersecurity experts in the listed fields and edited by prominent cybersecurity researchers and

specialists this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international conference of b and

z users zb 2002 held in grenoble france in january 2002 the 24 papers presented together with three

invited contributions were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book the book documents

the recent advances for the z formal specification notion and for the b method the full scope is covered
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ranging from foundational and theoretical issues to advanced applications tools and case studies this

proceedings set contains selected computer information and education technology related papers from the

2014 international conference on computer intelligent computing and education technology cicet 2014 held

march 27 28 2014 in hong kong the proceedings aims to provide a platform for researchers engineers and

academics as well as indu doctoral thesis dissertation from the year 2014 in the subject computer science

general course doctor of philosophy language english abstract the primary objective of this research is to

develop a process to accurately predict useful data from the huge amount of available data using data

mining techniques data mining is the process of finding treads patterns and correlations between fields in

large rdbms it permits users to analyse and study data from multiple dimensions and approaches classify

it and summarize identified data relationships our focus in this thesis is to use education data mining

procedures to understand higher education system data better which can help in improving efficiency and

effectiveness of education in order to achieve a decisional database many steps need to be taken which

are explained in this thesis this work investigates the efficiency scalability maintenance and interoperability

of data mining techniques in this research work data results obtained through different data mining

techniques have been compiled and analysed using variety of business intelligence tools to predict useful

data an effort has also been made to identify ways to implement this useful data efficiently in daily

decision process in the field of higher education in india mining in educational environment is called

educational data mining han and kamber describes data mining software that allow the users to analyze

data from different dimensions categorize it and summarize the relationships which are identified during

the mining process new methods can be used to discover knowledge from educational databases every

data has a lot of hidden information the processing method of data decides what type of information data

produce in india education sector has a lot of data that can produce valuable information this information

can be used to increase the quality of education but educational institution does not use any knowledge

discovery process approach on these data information and communication technology puts its leg into the

education sector to capture and compile low cost information now a day a new research community

educational data mining edm is growing which is intersection of data mining and pedagogy first chapter of

the thesis elaborates the knowledge data discovery process data mining concept history and application of

data mining in various industries since knowledge was recognized as a crucial part of intelligent systems

in the 1970s and early 1980s the problem of the systematic and efficient acquisition of knowledge was an

important research problem in the early days of expert systems the focus of knowledge acquisition was to

design a suitable knowledge base for the problem main by eliciting the knowledge from available experts

before the system was c pleted and deployed over the years alternative approaches were developed such

as incremental approaches which would build a provisional knowledge base initially and would improve

the knowledge base while the system was used in practice other approaches sought to build knowledge

bases fully automatically by employing machine learning methods in recent years a significant interest

developed regarding the problem of constructing ontologies of particular interest have been ontologies that

could be re used in a number of ways and could possibly be shared across diff ent users as well as

domains the pacific knowledge acquisition workshops pkaw have a long tradition in providing a forum for

researchers to exchange the latest ideas on the topic parti pants come from all over the world but with a
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focus on the pacific rim region pkaw is one of three international knowledge acquisition workshop series

held in the pacific rim canada and europe over the last two decades the previous pacific knowledge

acquisition workshop pkaw 2004 had a strong emphasis on inc mental knowledge acquisition machine

learning neural networks and data mining this book is a compilation of research work in the

interdisciplinary areas of electronics communication and computing this book is specifically targeted at

students research scholars and academicians the book covers the different approaches and techniques

for specific applications such as particle swarm optimization otsu s function and harmony search

optimization algorithm triple gate silicon on insulator soi mosfet micro raman and fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy ftir analysis high k dielectric gate oxide spectrum sensing in cognitive radio microstrip

antenna ground penetrating radar gpr with conducting surfaces and digital image forgery detection the

contents of the book will be useful to academic and professional researchers alike this book presents the

latest research in the fields of computational intelligence ubiquitous computing models communication

intelligence communication security machine learning informatics mobile computing cloud computing and

big data analytics the best selected papers presented at the international conference on innovative data

communication technologies and application icidca 2021 are included in the book the book focuses on the

theory design analysis implementation and application of distributed systems and networks this three

volume set constitues selected papers presented during the 17th international conference on computer

science and education iccse 2022 held in ningbo china in august 2022 the 168 full papers and 43 short

papers presented were thoroughly reviewed and selected from the 510 submissions they focus on a wide

range of computer science topics especially ai data science and engineering and technology based

education by addressing frontier technical and business issues essential to the applications of data

science in both higher education and advancing e society in 1992 we initiated a research project on large

scale distributed computing systems lsdcs it was a collaborative project involving research institutes and

universities in bologna grenoble lausanne lisbon rennes rocquencourt newcastle and twente the world

wide had recently been developed at cern but its use was not yet as common place as it is today and

graphical browsers had yet to be developed it was clear to us and to just about everyone else that lsdcs

comprising several thousands to millions of individual computer systems nodes would be coming into

existence as a consequence both of technological advances and the demands placed by applications we

were excited about the problems of building large distributed systems and felt that serious rethinking of

many of the existing computational paradigms algorithms and structuring principles for distributed

computing was called for in our research proposal we summarized the problem domain as follows we

expect lsdcs to exhibit great diversity of node and communications capability nodes will range from mobile

laptop computers workstations to supercomputers whereas mobile computers may well have unreliable

low bandwidth communications to the rest of the system other parts of the system may well possess high

bandwidth communications capability to appreciate the problems posed by the sheer scale of a system

comprising thousands of nodes we observe that such systems will be rarely functioning in their entirety

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th international workshop on learning technology for

education challenges ltec 2019 held in zamora spain in july 2019 the 41 revised full papers presented

were carefully reviewed and selected from 83 submissions the papers are organized in the following
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topical sections learning technolgies learning tools and environment e learning and moocs learning

practices social media learning tools machine learning and evaluation support programs ltec 2019

examines how these technologies and pedagogical advances can be used to change the way teachers

teach and students learn while giving special emphasis to the pedagogically effective ways we can

harness these new technologies in education this two volume set constitutes the post conference

proceedings of the 6th eai international conference on advanced hybrid information processing adhip 2022

held in changsha china in september 29 30 2022 the 109 full papers presented were selected from 276

submissions and focus on theory and application of hybrid information processing technology for smarter

and more effective research and application the theme of adhip 2022 was hybrid information processing in

meta world the papers are named in topical sections as follows information extracting and processing in

digital world education based methods in learning and teaching various systems for digital world oracle

database programming with visual basic net discover a detailed treatment of the practical considerations

and applications of oracle database programming with visual basic 2019 oracle database programming

with visual basic net concepts designs and implementations delivers a comprehensive exploration of the

foundations of oracle database programming using visual basic net using visual basic net 2019 visual

studio net 2019 and oracle 18c xe the book introduces the oracle database development system oracle

sql developer and modeler and teaches readers how to implement a sample database solution the

distinguished author also demonstrates the use of dotconnect for oracle to show readers how to create an

effective connection to an oracle 18c xe database the current versions of the net framework asp net and

asp net 4 7 are also explored and used to offer readers the most up to date web database programming

techniques available today the book provides practical example projects and detailed line by line

descriptions throughout to assist readers in the development of their database programming skill students

will also benefit from the inclusion of a thorough introduction to databases including definitions examples

descriptions of keys and relationships and some database components in popular databases like access

sql and oracle an exploration of ado net including its architecture and components like the datareader

class dataset component datatable component and the command and parameter classes a discussion of

language integrated query linq including its architecture and components its relationship to objects dataset

oracle and entities an explanation of how to access data in asp net and asp net services with multiple real

project examples perfect for college and university students taking courses related to database

programming and applications oracle database programming with visual basic net will also earn a place in

the libraries of programmers and software engineers seeking a comprehensive reference for database

coding in visual basic net this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th international

conference on computer supported education csedu 2014 held in barcelona spain in april 2014 the 24

revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 242 submissions the papers

address topics such as information technologies supporting learning learning teaching methodologies and

assessment social context and learning environments domain applications and case studies and

ubiquitous learning the congruence of technology such as ai and its use for education can help transform

the different pedagogical practices and future of education educational organizations like the unesco and

the world bank are already calling for research and development oriented projects and creation
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mobilization of technological initiatives on how to re imagine education and operationalize the use of

digital technologies for its purpose the digitized education those goals mean or include methodological

approaches and wide adoption of the ai methods in fostering education in the classroom or learning

environments also noteworthy is the fact that digitized education is now an inevitable and integral element

to achieving the global sustainable development goals sdgs particularly the sdg4 that promotes quality of

education this book includes high quality research papers presented at 21st international conference on

informatics in economy ie 2022 which is held in bucharest romania during may 2022 this book covers

research results in business informatics and related computer science topics such as iot mobile

embedded and multimedia solutions e society enterprise and business solutions databases and big data

artificial intelligence data mining and machine learning quantitative economics vol 3 published on behalf of

ica by butterworth heinemann original description 1919 in the compilation of this book the guiding principle

has been to use matter of actual theorico practical value to the aviation students to enable them to work

knowingly for a given aeroplane part the most common term has been chosen out of the maze of

confusing terminology which ought to have been relegated into oblivion long ago to facilitate the study of

one of the greatest if not the greatest products of the human mind admittedly the aeroplane is in its

infancy but an infant that can go at such a high rate of speed and perform such marvelous feats certainly

deserves more than passing attention and it is high time to standardize the names of its parts at least

addressing the ongoing quest for teaching excellence in an increasingly technological society the

information presented in this volume addresses how to effectively implement teaching technologies across

disciplinary boundaries the scholarly dimensions of belief inquiry argument and reflection in information

systems are presented with attention to educational theories of metacognition technology literacy and

community informatics training for e business and public agency work are discussed to better equip

instructors for the distinctive information needs of these sectors this book features selected papers

presented at the 5th international conference on recent innovations in computing icric 2022 held on may

13 14 2022 at the central university of jammu india and organized by the university s department of

computer science and information technology the conference was hosted in association with elte hungary

knowledge university erbil cyber security research lab and many other national international partners the

book is divided into two volumes and it includes the latest research in the areas of software engineering

cloud computing computer networks and internet technologies artificial intelligence information security

database and distributed computing and digital india using pl sql for oracle database 21c you can build

solutions that deliver unprecedented performance and efficiency in any environment including the cloud

oracle pl sql by example sixth edition teaches all the pl sql skills you ll need through real world labs and

extensive examples now fully updated for the newest version of pl sql 21c it covers everything from basic

syntax and program control through the latest optimization and tuning enhancements step by step you ll

walk through every key task mastering today s most valuable oracle 21c pl sql programming techniques

on your own start by downloading the supporting schema and exercises from informit com title

9780138062835 once you ve done an exercise the author doesn t just present the answer she offers an

in depth discussion introducing deeper insights and modern best practices this book s approach fully

reflects the author s award winning experience teaching pl sql to professionals at columbia university in
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new york city new database developers and dbas can use it to get productive fast experienced pl sql

programmers will find it to be a superb oracle database 21c solutions reference new in this edition

updated code examples throughout new iteration controls for the for loop statement such as stepped

range multiple iterations collection and cursor iterations enhancements for pl sql qualified expressions

performance enhancements for pl sql functions such as sql macro and better control of the result cache

other topics covered mastering basic pl sql concepts and language fundamentals and understanding sql s

role in pl sql using conditional and iterative program controls efficiently handling errors and exceptions

working with cursors and triggers including compound triggers using stored procedures functions and

packages to write modular code that other programs can run working with collections object relational

features native dynamic sql bulk sql and other advanced features our as level student book is endorsed

by cambridge international to support the full syllabus for examination from 2022 develop theoretical and

practical it skills with this comprehensive student s book written by experienced authors and examiners

specially for the updated cambridge international education as level information technology syllabus 9626

improve understanding of concepts and terminology with clear explanations labelled illustrations

photographs diagrams plus a glossary of key terms develop theoretical and practical skills with a range of

exercises multi choice through to discussion type questions exam style questions step by step instructions

and example answers that all ensure skills are developed alongside knowledge follow a structured route

through the course with in depth coverage of the full syllabus also available in the series cambridge

international as level information technology student book ebook 9781398333932 cambridge international

as level information technology skills workbook 9781510483064 this handbook collects the most up to

date scholarship knowledge and new developments of big data and data analytics by bringing together

many strands of contextual and disciplinary research in recent times while there has been considerable

research in exploring the role of big data data analytics and textual analytics in accounting and auditing

we still lack evidence on what kinds of best practices academics practitioners and organizations can

implement and use to achieve this aim the handbook focuses on both conventional and contemporary

issues facing by academics practitioners and organizations particularly when technology and business

environments are changing faster than ever all the chapters in this handbook provide both retrospective

and contemporary views and commentaries by leading and knowledgeable scholars in the field who offer

unique insights on the changing role of accounting and auditing in today s data and analytics driven

environment aimed at academics practitioners students and consultants in the areas of accounting

auditing and other business disciplines the handbook provides high level insight into the design

implementation and working of big data and data analytics practices for all types of organizations

worldwide the leading scholars in the field provide critical evaluations and guidance on big data and data

analytics by illustrating issues related to various sectors such as public private not for profit and social

enterprises the handbook s content will be highly desirable and accessible to accounting and non

accounting audiences across the globe foundations of data organization is a relatively new field of

research in comparison to other branches of science it is close to twenty years old in this short life span

of this branch of computer science it has spread to all corners of the world which is reflected in this book

this book covers new database application areas databases for advanced applications and cad vlsi
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databases computational geometry file allocation distributed databases database models including non

traditional database models database machines query processing physical structures for relational

databases besides traditional file organization hashing index file organization mathematical file

organization and consecutive retrieval property in order to identify new trends of database research the

papers in this book originally represent talks given at the international conference on foundations of data

organization which was held on may 21 24 1985 in kyoto japan this conference was held at kyoto

university and sponsored by the organizing committee of the international conference on foundations of

data organization and the japan society for the promotion of science the conference was in cooperation

with acm sigmod ieee computer society information processing society of japan ibm research kyushu

university kobe university ibm japan kyoto sangyo university and polish academy of sciences this

conference was the follow up of the first conference which was hosted by the polish academy of sciences

and held at warsaw in 1981 the warsaw conference focused mainly on consecutive retrieval property and

it s applications as the field of information technology continues to grow and expand it impacts more and

more organizations worldwide the leaders within these organizations are challenged on a continuous basis

to develop and implement programs that successfully apply information technology applications this is a

collection of unique perspectives on the issues surrounding it in organizations and the ways in which

these issues are addressed this valuable book is a compilation of the latest research in the area of it

utilization and management our as level student book is endorsed by cambridge international education to

support the full syllabus for examination from 2025 develop theoretical and practical it skills with this

comprehensive student s book written by experienced authors and examiners specially for the updated

cambridge international education as level information technology syllabus 9626 improve understanding of

concepts and terminology with clear explanations labelled illustrations photographs diagrams plus a

glossary of key terms develop theoretical and practical skills with a range of exercises multi choice

through to discussion type questions exam style questions step by step instructions and example answers

that all ensure skills are developed alongside knowledge follow a structured route through the course with

in depth coverage of the full syllabus also available in the series cambridge international as level

information technology student book ebook 9781036005597 cambridge international as level information

technology skills workbook 9781510483064 designing distributed learning environments with intelligent

software agents reports on the most recent advances in agent technologies for distributed learning

chapters are devoted to the various aspects of intelligent software agents in distributed learning including

the methodological and technical issues on where and how intelligent agents can contribute to meeting

distributed learning needs today and tomorrow this book benefits the ai artificial intelligence and

educational communities in their research and development offering new and interesting research issues

surrounding the development of distributed learning environments in the semantic age in addition the

ideas presented in the book are applicable to other domains such as agent supported services distributed

business process and resource integration computer supported collaborative work cscw and e commerce

in this technology driven era conventional manufacturing is increasingly at risk of reaching its limit and a

more design driven manufacturing process additive manufacturing might just hold the key to innovation

offering a higher degree of design freedom the optimization and integration of functional features and the
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manufacturing of small batch sizes additive manufacturing is changing industry as we know it additive

manufacturing technologies from an optimization perspective is a critical reference source that provides a

unified platform for the dissemination of basic and applied knowledge about additive manufacturing it

carefully examines how additive manufacturing is increasingly being used in series production giving those

in the most varied sectors of industry the opportunity to create a distinctive profile for themselves based

on new customer benefits cost saving potential and the ability to meet sustainability goals highlighting

topics such as bio printing tensile strength and cell printing this book is ideally designed for academicians

students engineers scientists software developers architects entrepreneurs and medical professionals

interested in advancements in next generation manufacturing
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Advanced Database Machine Architecture 1983

verso a relational backend database machine sabre a relational database system for a

multimicroprocessor machine rdbm a dedicated multiprocessor system for database management the

architecture of a relational database computer known as dbmac an assessment of the query processing

capability of dbmac design considerations for an information query computer a data stream database

machine with large capacity design and analysis of join operations of data base machines the architecture

and operation of a large full text information retrieval system the implementation of a multibackend

database system mdbs part i an exercise in database software engineering the implementation of a multi

backend database system mdbs part ii the design of a prototype mdbs

Hybrid Learning and Education 2010-03-24

the second international conference on hybrid learning was organized by the school of continuing and

professional studies of the chinese university of hong kong and university of macau in august 2009 ichl

2009 was an inventive experience for the hong kong and macau tertiary higher education the conference

aims to provide a good platform for knowledge exchange on hybrid learning by focusing on student

centered education the technique is to supplement traditional classroom learning with elearning the slogan

is education leads elearning not vice versa the me odology is that at least 30 of learning activities are

done by elearning the outcome is for students to learn at any time at any place elearning can increase

students lea ing productivity and reduce teachers administration workload alike it is a new culture for

students teachers and school administrators to adopt in the twenty first century the conference obtained

sponsorship from pei hua education foundation limited city university of hong kong acm hong kong section

and hong kong computer society hybrid learning originated from north america in 2000 and is an ongoing

trend it is not merely a simple combination of direct teaching and elearning it encompasses different

learning strategies and important elements for teaching and learning it phasizes outcome based teaching

and learning and provides an environment for knowledge learning students are given more opportunities

to be active learners and practice practical skills such as communication collaboration critical thinking cr

tivity self management self study problem solving analysis and numeracy

TRACKING STUDENT RECORD 2012-01-25

this project aims to produce a web based system for staff and students staff are able to track their

students attendance the system provides attendance reports about a specific lecture or module if the staff

is a mentor or a supervisor he can view his students attendance reports students are able to view their

attendance status the system provides summarized or detailed reports about students attendance this

book describes the requirements design implementation and security of tracking students attendance

system the system sends warning emails to students who exceed a specific number of absences it

system provides a web based interface for tracking attendance of each students usernames and
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passwords are required to login the system the whole system has been tested a significant proportion of

the proposed requirements were met with a web application based on php scripting language and mysql

database it was concluded that the project as a whole was a success

Cambridge Lower Secondary Computing 8 Student's Book

2022-12-19

this title has been endorsed by cambridge assessment international education deliver an exciting

computing course for ages 11 14 building on students existing computing skills and experience whilst

demonstrating new concepts with practice opportunities to ensure progression recap and activate students

prior knowledge with do you remember panels and introduce more advanced skills with challenge yourself

tasks allow students to demonstrate their knowledge creatively with engaging end of unit projects that

apply skills and concepts in a range of different contexts develop computational thinking with an emphasis

on broadening understanding throughout the activities provide clear guidance on e safety with a strong

focus throughout contents introduction 1 teentech network structure and security 2 it s all in the planning

pseudocode and algorithms 3 let s talk technology what s going on inside 4 testing conditions developing

games 5 click and collect data collection and validation 6 iterating through a solution software design and

development glossary index

Informatics and Management Science III 2012-11-27

the international conference on informatics and management science ims 2012 will be held on november

16 19 2012 in chongqing china which is organized by chongqing normal university chongqing university

shanghai jiao tong university nanyang technological university university of michigan chongqing university

of arts and sciences and sponsored by national natural science foundation of china nsfc the objective of

ims 2012 is to facilitate an exchange of information on best practices for the latest research advances in a

range of areas informatics and management science contains over 600 contributions to suggest and

inspire solutions and methods drawing from multiple disciplines including computer science

communications and electrical engineering management science service science business intelligence

Transformation of Knowledge, Information and Data: Theory and

Applications 2004-10-31

transformation of knowledge information and data theory and applications considers transformations within

the context of computing science and information science as they are essential in changing organizations

this book not only considers transformations of structured models rather the transformation of instances i

e the actual contents of those structures is addressed as well
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On the Move to Meaningful Internet Systems 2006: OTM 2006

Workshops 2006-11-30

this two volume set lncs 4277 4278 constitutes the refereed proceedings of 14 international workshops

held as part of otm 2006 in montpellier france in october november 2006 the 191 revised full papers

presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 493 submissions to the workshops the first

volume begins with 26 additional revised short or poster papers of the otm 2006 main conferences

Innovations in Cybersecurity Education 2020-11-21

this book focuses on a wide range of innovations related to cybersecurity education which include

curriculum development faculty and professional development laboratory enhancements community

outreach and student learning the book includes topics such as network security biometric security data

security operating systems security security countermeasures database security cloud computing security

industrial control and embedded systems security cryptography and hardware and supply chain security

the book introduces the concepts techniques methods approaches and trends needed by cybersecurity

specialists and educators for keeping current their security knowledge further it provides a glimpse of

future directions where cybersecurity techniques policies applications and theories are headed the book is

a rich collection of carefully selected and reviewed manuscripts written by diverse cybersecurity experts in

the listed fields and edited by prominent cybersecurity researchers and specialists

ZB 2002: Formal Specification and Development in Z and B

2003-07-31

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international conference of b and z users zb

2002 held in grenoble france in january 2002 the 24 papers presented together with three invited

contributions were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book the book documents the

recent advances for the z formal specification notion and for the b method the full scope is covered

ranging from foundational and theoretical issues to advanced applications tools and case studies

Computer, Intelligent Computing and Education Technology

2014-03-26

this proceedings set contains selected computer information and education technology related papers from

the 2014 international conference on computer intelligent computing and education technology cicet 2014

held march 27 28 2014 in hong kong the proceedings aims to provide a platform for researchers

engineers and academics as well as indu
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Data Mining Applications. A Comparative Study for Predicting

Student's Performance 2017-11-02

doctoral thesis dissertation from the year 2014 in the subject computer science general course doctor of

philosophy language english abstract the primary objective of this research is to develop a process to

accurately predict useful data from the huge amount of available data using data mining techniques data

mining is the process of finding treads patterns and correlations between fields in large rdbms it permits

users to analyse and study data from multiple dimensions and approaches classify it and summarize

identified data relationships our focus in this thesis is to use education data mining procedures to

understand higher education system data better which can help in improving efficiency and effectiveness

of education in order to achieve a decisional database many steps need to be taken which are explained

in this thesis this work investigates the efficiency scalability maintenance and interoperability of data

mining techniques in this research work data results obtained through different data mining techniques

have been compiled and analysed using variety of business intelligence tools to predict useful data an

effort has also been made to identify ways to implement this useful data efficiently in daily decision

process in the field of higher education in india mining in educational environment is called educational

data mining han and kamber describes data mining software that allow the users to analyze data from

different dimensions categorize it and summarize the relationships which are identified during the mining

process new methods can be used to discover knowledge from educational databases every data has a

lot of hidden information the processing method of data decides what type of information data produce in

india education sector has a lot of data that can produce valuable information this information can be used

to increase the quality of education but educational institution does not use any knowledge discovery

process approach on these data information and communication technology puts its leg into the education

sector to capture and compile low cost information now a day a new research community educational data

mining edm is growing which is intersection of data mining and pedagogy first chapter of the thesis

elaborates the knowledge data discovery process data mining concept history and application of data

mining in various industries

The NAEP ... Technical Report 1992

since knowledge was recognized as a crucial part of intelligent systems in the 1970s and early 1980s the

problem of the systematic and efficient acquisition of knowledge was an important research problem in the

early days of expert systems the focus of knowledge acquisition was to design a suitable knowledge base

for the problem main by eliciting the knowledge from available experts before the system was c pleted

and deployed over the years alternative approaches were developed such as incremental approaches

which would build a provisional knowledge base initially and would improve the knowledge base while the

system was used in practice other approaches sought to build knowledge bases fully automatically by

employing machine learning methods in recent years a significant interest developed regarding the
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problem of constructing ontologies of particular interest have been ontologies that could be re used in a

number of ways and could possibly be shared across diff ent users as well as domains the pacific

knowledge acquisition workshops pkaw have a long tradition in providing a forum for researchers to

exchange the latest ideas on the topic parti pants come from all over the world but with a focus on the

pacific rim region pkaw is one of three international knowledge acquisition workshop series held in the

pacific rim canada and europe over the last two decades the previous pacific knowledge acquisition

workshop pkaw 2004 had a strong emphasis on inc mental knowledge acquisition machine learning neural

networks and data mining

Advances in Knowledge Acquisition and Management 2006-12-14

this book is a compilation of research work in the interdisciplinary areas of electronics communication and

computing this book is specifically targeted at students research scholars and academicians the book

covers the different approaches and techniques for specific applications such as particle swarm

optimization otsu s function and harmony search optimization algorithm triple gate silicon on insulator soi

mosfet micro raman and fourier transform infrared spectroscopy ftir analysis high k dielectric gate oxide

spectrum sensing in cognitive radio microstrip antenna ground penetrating radar gpr with conducting

surfaces and digital image forgery detection the contents of the book will be useful to academic and

professional researchers alike

農業機械学会誌 1989

this book presents the latest research in the fields of computational intelligence ubiquitous computing

models communication intelligence communication security machine learning informatics mobile computing

cloud computing and big data analytics the best selected papers presented at the international conference

on innovative data communication technologies and application icidca 2021 are included in the book the

book focuses on the theory design analysis implementation and application of distributed systems and

networks

Resources in Education 1998

this three volume set constitues selected papers presented during the 17th international conference on

computer science and education iccse 2022 held in ningbo china in august 2022 the 168 full papers and

43 short papers presented were thoroughly reviewed and selected from the 510 submissions they focus

on a wide range of computer science topics especially ai data science and engineering and technology

based education by addressing frontier technical and business issues essential to the applications of data

science in both higher education and advancing e society
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Advances in Electronics, Communication and Computing

2017-10-27

in 1992 we initiated a research project on large scale distributed computing systems lsdcs it was a

collaborative project involving research institutes and universities in bologna grenoble lausanne lisbon

rennes rocquencourt newcastle and twente the world wide had recently been developed at cern but its

use was not yet as common place as it is today and graphical browsers had yet to be developed it was

clear to us and to just about everyone else that lsdcs comprising several thousands to millions of

individual computer systems nodes would be coming into existence as a consequence both of

technological advances and the demands placed by applications we were excited about the problems of

building large distributed systems and felt that serious rethinking of many of the existing computational

paradigms algorithms and structuring principles for distributed computing was called for in our research

proposal we summarized the problem domain as follows we expect lsdcs to exhibit great diversity of node

and communications capability nodes will range from mobile laptop computers workstations to

supercomputers whereas mobile computers may well have unreliable low bandwidth communications to

the rest of the system other parts of the system may well possess high bandwidth communications

capability to appreciate the problems posed by the sheer scale of a system comprising thousands of

nodes we observe that such systems will be rarely functioning in their entirety

Innovative Data Communication Technologies and Application

2022-02-24

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th international workshop on learning technology for

education challenges ltec 2019 held in zamora spain in july 2019 the 41 revised full papers presented

were carefully reviewed and selected from 83 submissions the papers are organized in the following

topical sections learning technolgies learning tools and environment e learning and moocs learning

practices social media learning tools machine learning and evaluation support programs ltec 2019

examines how these technologies and pedagogical advances can be used to change the way teachers

teach and students learn while giving special emphasis to the pedagogically effective ways we can

harness these new technologies in education

Computer Science and Education 2023-06-16

this two volume set constitutes the post conference proceedings of the 6th eai international conference on

advanced hybrid information processing adhip 2022 held in changsha china in september 29 30 2022 the

109 full papers presented were selected from 276 submissions and focus on theory and application of

hybrid information processing technology for smarter and more effective research and application the

theme of adhip 2022 was hybrid information processing in meta world the papers are named in topical
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sections as follows information extracting and processing in digital world education based methods in

learning and teaching various systems for digital world

Advances in Distributed Systems 2003-06-26

oracle database programming with visual basic net discover a detailed treatment of the practical

considerations and applications of oracle database programming with visual basic 2019 oracle database

programming with visual basic net concepts designs and implementations delivers a comprehensive

exploration of the foundations of oracle database programming using visual basic net using visual basic

net 2019 visual studio net 2019 and oracle 18c xe the book introduces the oracle database development

system oracle sql developer and modeler and teaches readers how to implement a sample database

solution the distinguished author also demonstrates the use of dotconnect for oracle to show readers how

to create an effective connection to an oracle 18c xe database the current versions of the net framework

asp net and asp net 4 7 are also explored and used to offer readers the most up to date web database

programming techniques available today the book provides practical example projects and detailed line by

line descriptions throughout to assist readers in the development of their database programming skill

students will also benefit from the inclusion of a thorough introduction to databases including definitions

examples descriptions of keys and relationships and some database components in popular databases

like access sql and oracle an exploration of ado net including its architecture and components like the

datareader class dataset component datatable component and the command and parameter classes a

discussion of language integrated query linq including its architecture and components its relationship to

objects dataset oracle and entities an explanation of how to access data in asp net and asp net services

with multiple real project examples perfect for college and university students taking courses related to

database programming and applications oracle database programming with visual basic net will also earn

a place in the libraries of programmers and software engineers seeking a comprehensive reference for

database coding in visual basic net

Learning Technology for Education Challenges 2019-05-27

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th international conference on computer supported

education csedu 2014 held in barcelona spain in april 2014 the 24 revised full papers presented were

carefully reviewed and selected from 242 submissions the papers address topics such as information

technologies supporting learning learning teaching methodologies and assessment social context and

learning environments domain applications and case studies and ubiquitous learning

Advanced Hybrid Information Processing 2023-03-21

the congruence of technology such as ai and its use for education can help transform the different

pedagogical practices and future of education educational organizations like the unesco and the world

bank are already calling for research and development oriented projects and creation mobilization of
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technological initiatives on how to re imagine education and operationalize the use of digital technologies

for its purpose the digitized education those goals mean or include methodological approaches and wide

adoption of the ai methods in fostering education in the classroom or learning environments also

noteworthy is the fact that digitized education is now an inevitable and integral element to achieving the

global sustainable development goals sdgs particularly the sdg4 that promotes quality of education

Oracle Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET 2021-04-30

this book includes high quality research papers presented at 21st international conference on informatics

in economy ie 2022 which is held in bucharest romania during may 2022 this book covers research

results in business informatics and related computer science topics such as iot mobile embedded and

multimedia solutions e society enterprise and business solutions databases and big data artificial

intelligence data mining and machine learning quantitative economics

Transact-SQL Programming with SQL Server 2005 and 2008

2015-10-28

vol 3 published on behalf of ica by butterworth heinemann

Computer Supported Education 2024-06-07

original description 1919 in the compilation of this book the guiding principle has been to use matter of

actual theorico practical value to the aviation students to enable them to work knowingly for a given

aeroplane part the most common term has been chosen out of the maze of confusing terminology which

ought to have been relegated into oblivion long ago to facilitate the study of one of the greatest if not the

greatest products of the human mind admittedly the aeroplane is in its infancy but an infant that can go at

such a high rate of speed and perform such marvelous feats certainly deserves more than passing

attention and it is high time to standardize the names of its parts at least

Impact and implications of AI methods and tools for the future of

education 2023-01-01

addressing the ongoing quest for teaching excellence in an increasingly technological society the

information presented in this volume addresses how to effectively implement teaching technologies across

disciplinary boundaries the scholarly dimensions of belief inquiry argument and reflection in information

systems are presented with attention to educational theories of metacognition technology literacy and

community informatics training for e business and public agency work are discussed to better equip

instructors for the distinctive information needs of these sectors
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Education, Research and Business Technologies 1993

this book features selected papers presented at the 5th international conference on recent innovations in

computing icric 2022 held on may 13 14 2022 at the central university of jammu india and organized by

the university s department of computer science and information technology the conference was hosted in

association with elte hungary knowledge university erbil cyber security research lab and many other

national international partners the book is divided into two volumes and it includes the latest research in

the areas of software engineering cloud computing computer networks and internet technologies artificial

intelligence information security database and distributed computing and digital india

Basic Cartography Volume 3 2016-03-17

using pl sql for oracle database 21c you can build solutions that deliver unprecedented performance and

efficiency in any environment including the cloud oracle pl sql by example sixth edition teaches all the pl

sql skills you ll need through real world labs and extensive examples now fully updated for the newest

version of pl sql 21c it covers everything from basic syntax and program control through the latest

optimization and tuning enhancements step by step you ll walk through every key task mastering today s

most valuable oracle 21c pl sql programming techniques on your own start by downloading the supporting

schema and exercises from informit com title 9780138062835 once you ve done an exercise the author

doesn t just present the answer she offers an in depth discussion introducing deeper insights and modern

best practices this book s approach fully reflects the author s award winning experience teaching pl sql to

professionals at columbia university in new york city new database developers and dbas can use it to get

productive fast experienced pl sql programmers will find it to be a superb oracle database 21c solutions

reference new in this edition updated code examples throughout new iteration controls for the for loop

statement such as stepped range multiple iterations collection and cursor iterations enhancements for pl

sql qualified expressions performance enhancements for pl sql functions such as sql macro and better

control of the result cache other topics covered mastering basic pl sql concepts and language

fundamentals and understanding sql s role in pl sql using conditional and iterative program controls

efficiently handling errors and exceptions working with cursors and triggers including compound triggers

using stored procedures functions and packages to write modular code that other programs can run

working with collections object relational features native dynamic sql bulk sql and other advanced features

Aviation - Theorico-Practical text-book for students 2003-01-01

our as level student book is endorsed by cambridge international to support the full syllabus for

examination from 2022 develop theoretical and practical it skills with this comprehensive student s book

written by experienced authors and examiners specially for the updated cambridge international education

as level information technology syllabus 9626 improve understanding of concepts and terminology with

clear explanations labelled illustrations photographs diagrams plus a glossary of key terms develop
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theoretical and practical skills with a range of exercises multi choice through to discussion type questions

exam style questions step by step instructions and example answers that all ensure skills are developed

alongside knowledge follow a structured route through the course with in depth coverage of the full

syllabus also available in the series cambridge international as level information technology student book

ebook 9781398333932 cambridge international as level information technology skills workbook

9781510483064

Current Issues in IT Education 2023-05-02

this handbook collects the most up to date scholarship knowledge and new developments of big data and

data analytics by bringing together many strands of contextual and disciplinary research in recent times

while there has been considerable research in exploring the role of big data data analytics and textual

analytics in accounting and auditing we still lack evidence on what kinds of best practices academics

practitioners and organizations can implement and use to achieve this aim the handbook focuses on both

conventional and contemporary issues facing by academics practitioners and organizations particularly

when technology and business environments are changing faster than ever all the chapters in this

handbook provide both retrospective and contemporary views and commentaries by leading and

knowledgeable scholars in the field who offer unique insights on the changing role of accounting and

auditing in today s data and analytics driven environment aimed at academics practitioners students and

consultants in the areas of accounting auditing and other business disciplines the handbook provides high

level insight into the design implementation and working of big data and data analytics practices for all

types of organizations worldwide the leading scholars in the field provide critical evaluations and guidance

on big data and data analytics by illustrating issues related to various sectors such as public private not

for profit and social enterprises the handbook s content will be highly desirable and accessible to

accounting and non accounting audiences across the globe

Proceedings of International Conference on Recent Innovations in

Computing 2023-05-29

foundations of data organization is a relatively new field of research in comparison to other branches of

science it is close to twenty years old in this short life span of this branch of computer science it has

spread to all corners of the world which is reflected in this book this book covers new database

application areas databases for advanced applications and cad vlsi databases computational geometry file

allocation distributed databases database models including non traditional database models database

machines query processing physical structures for relational databases besides traditional file organization

hashing index file organization mathematical file organization and consecutive retrieval property in order to

identify new trends of database research the papers in this book originally represent talks given at the

international conference on foundations of data organization which was held on may 21 24 1985 in kyoto

japan this conference was held at kyoto university and sponsored by the organizing committee of the
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international conference on foundations of data organization and the japan society for the promotion of

science the conference was in cooperation with acm sigmod ieee computer society information processing

society of japan ibm research kyushu university kobe university ibm japan kyoto sangyo university and

polish academy of sciences this conference was the follow up of the first conference which was hosted by

the polish academy of sciences and held at warsaw in 1981 the warsaw conference focused mainly on

consecutive retrieval property and it s applications

Oracle PL/SQL by Example 1994

as the field of information technology continues to grow and expand it impacts more and more

organizations worldwide the leaders within these organizations are challenged on a continuous basis to

develop and implement programs that successfully apply information technology applications this is a

collection of unique perspectives on the issues surrounding it in organizations and the ways in which

these issues are addressed this valuable book is a compilation of the latest research in the area of it

utilization and management

Information Systems Literacy 2021-05-14

our as level student book is endorsed by cambridge international education to support the full syllabus for

examination from 2025 develop theoretical and practical it skills with this comprehensive student s book

written by experienced authors and examiners specially for the updated cambridge international education

as level information technology syllabus 9626 improve understanding of concepts and terminology with

clear explanations labelled illustrations photographs diagrams plus a glossary of key terms develop

theoretical and practical skills with a range of exercises multi choice through to discussion type questions

exam style questions step by step instructions and example answers that all ensure skills are developed

alongside knowledge follow a structured route through the course with in depth coverage of the full

syllabus also available in the series cambridge international as level information technology student book

ebook 9781036005597 cambridge international as level information technology skills workbook

9781510483064

Cambridge International AS Level Information Technology Student's

Book 2023-02-03

designing distributed learning environments with intelligent software agents reports on the most recent

advances in agent technologies for distributed learning chapters are devoted to the various aspects of

intelligent software agents in distributed learning including the methodological and technical issues on

where and how intelligent agents can contribute to meeting distributed learning needs today and tomorrow

this book benefits the ai artificial intelligence and educational communities in their research and

development offering new and interesting research issues surrounding the development of distributed
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learning environments in the semantic age in addition the ideas presented in the book are applicable to

other domains such as agent supported services distributed business process and resource integration

computer supported collaborative work cscw and e commerce

Handbook of Big Data and Analytics in Accounting and Auditing

2012-12-06

in this technology driven era conventional manufacturing is increasingly at risk of reaching its limit and a

more design driven manufacturing process additive manufacturing might just hold the key to innovation

offering a higher degree of design freedom the optimization and integration of functional features and the

manufacturing of small batch sizes additive manufacturing is changing industry as we know it additive

manufacturing technologies from an optimization perspective is a critical reference source that provides a

unified platform for the dissemination of basic and applied knowledge about additive manufacturing it

carefully examines how additive manufacturing is increasingly being used in series production giving those

in the most varied sectors of industry the opportunity to create a distinctive profile for themselves based

on new customer benefits cost saving potential and the ability to meet sustainability goals highlighting

topics such as bio printing tensile strength and cell printing this book is ideally designed for academicians

students engineers scientists software developers architects entrepreneurs and medical professionals

interested in advancements in next generation manufacturing

Foundations of Data Organization 2002-01-01

Issues & Trends of Information Technology Management in

Contemporary Organizations 2024-02-09

Cambridge International AS Level Information Technology Student's

Book Second Edition 2005-01-01

Designing Distributed Learning Environments with Intelligent Software

Agents 2019-06-28

Additive Manufacturing Technologies From an Optimization Perspective
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